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Supported content
‘Real-world’ research
Involving stakeholders from inception is the mantra for the National Research Council of the Philippines to ensure success and maximise benefits.
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SciDev.Net investigates


Forensics in crisis over lack of data, resources


[MANILA] There was a big furore in the Philippines a few months back after a school student…
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Gold mining’s toll on Nigeria’s Osun River


Listen on Apple PodcastsListen on SpotifyListen on Google PodcastsListen on StitcherListen on OvercastListen on Amazon MusicListen on…
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In West Africa, food poisoning is silently on the prowl


This article was supported by Lloyd’s Register Foundation In a small farming community near Bouake, Ivory Coast, nine…




















SciDev.Net investigates


Big tech ‘failing’ to curb fake news in global South


[ABUJA/NEW DELHI] India-based fact-checker Bharat Nayak monitors over 176 Hindi language WhatsApp groups for a research project…




















SciDev.Net investigates


WHO red list fails to stem Africa health worker exodus


[LAGOS] It took nearly three hours of sitting, queuing and loitering around Ikorodu General Hospital in Nigeria’s…
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